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Case Study
Detailed data analytics
to improve performance metrics

Overview

Clinical settings rely on teams with many layers to function
at their greatest capacity. The administrative personnel of
a clinic may help to guide physicians in performance and
productivity, as well as increase general site performance
and drive revenue.

Industry
Problem
Regional and National benchmarking
statistics are difficult to find and pulling
individual physician data for internal
benchmarking purposes is very time

With the reliable and detailed data analytics Vestrum Health’s

consuming for an administrator.

Quick Trends report provides on a regular basis many
administrative teams find it easy to quickly and accurately
disseminate the relevant information required to their team of

Solution

physicians. These reports assist administrators in coordinating

Vestrum’s Quick Trends report and COVID

the organization of practices. Quick Trends reporting helps

statistics provide a quick dashboard with

internally by giving physicians the information they need to

reliable data that allows an administrator

know how they are performing relative to their peers. With the
added insight on their individual metrics, they can appropriately
adjust course for where they are primarily focused.
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to quickly summarize performance. Based
on performance, physicians can adjust
and research protocol to improve their
performance metrics.
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Most doctors regularly face time constraints, inundated by patients,
paperwork, and other alternating priorities.

Administrators

recognize this and approach their administrative tasks in such
a way that not only optimizes communication and workflow
but helps to create friendly competition amongst colleagues.
Vestrum’s Quick Trends report provides quick dashboards that
have very reliable data and that everyone is comfortable with.
They allow a run through in relatively little time – typically two
minutes or less – and summarize a lot of data. Then it is easy
to update physicians immediately on the most up-to-date trends.
This is extremely valuable for any administrator with a lot on
their plate, and with the constantly updated metrics does at times
helps with some friendly competitiveness between physicians.
In addition to the metrics providing intra-clinical analysis,
the reports provide inter-clinical and regional comparisons
which are crucial to both short- and long-term outlook for
practices. Aside from the value for physicians, they also allow

Product
Distinctions
f Monthly & Annual Quick Trends reports
are issued to practices
f Report contains trends in patient
encounters, injections, drugs used,
time between injections, visual acuity
outcomes for Anti-VEGF patients, RVU
Analysis, and several other indicators
f Reliable and accurate data
f Data is handled with industry standard
procedures to ensure data security

administrators to keep a critical eye on how their performance
is relative to other clinics throughout their region. For example,
they can compare encounters to neighboring regions as well as
number of Anti-VEGF injections by condition and drug types.

Client
Benefits
f Administrators spend less time sifting

While a considered workload can create operational issues,

through EHR data

being armed with the appropriate arsenal may sufficiently

f Increased site performance

prepare administration and physicians with the tools they

f Ability to find additional revenue

need to function optimally.
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opportunities
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